[11/1/21, 9:52:27 AM] Tyler Caldwell: Reminder for anyone who may be passing the trailers and headed
towards nola or northshore...

1) Arnaud Kerisit needs a Medium long sleeve to the NOLA area, they ordered the shirt but didn’t make
it to FNT.

2) Jacob Nemeth & Steven McGlothren are requesting their captains bags. They live in Albany.
[11/1/21, 11:00:32 AM] Jonathon Carter: Thanks Tyler
[11/1/21, 11:01:20 AM] Jonathon Carter: Mondays are always super busy but I’m going to start reaching
out to the new board members and setup our first meeting hopefully later this week or early next week
to get things kicked off
[11/1/21, 11:17:01 AM] Tyler Caldwell: Jon, me you and Dan will need to arrange to goto the bank one
day to transfer everything. I’d rather do that close to the end of the year though since I’m responsible
for 2021 tax filing and I have one more thing on my todo list to finish before I hand over
[11/1/21, 11:17:11 AM] Tyler Caldwell: Which is the double/triple charged membership issue
[11/1/21, 11:42:16 AM] Jonathon Carter: Sounds good we can coordinate that later
[11/1/21, 11:51:16 AM] Sean Rastanis: Tyler is determined to bankrupt us before he leaves office
[11/1/21, 11:51:19 AM] Sean Rastanis:
[11/1/21, 11:52:10 AM] Michael Ethridge : Nah Tyler is determined for the finances to be where he
wished they were when he took over
[11/1/21, 11:55:10 AM] Tyler Caldwell: Thank you michael lol
[11/1/21, 11:55:57 AM] Michael Ethridge : Gotta give you some credit before you abandon us lol
[11/1/21, 11:56:10 AM] Ben Day:
[11/2/21, 9:52:45 AM] Sean Rastanis: Tyler I made arrangements to pick up the Native next Friday while
I’m in Lafayette. Can we meet up somewhere on my way home? I can take I-12 back
[11/2/21, 11:06:44 AM] Tyler Caldwell: What time do you think you will be coming through my way?
[11/2/21, 11:22:16 AM] Sean Rastanis: Not sure yet
[11/2/21, 11:28:57 AM] Sean Rastanis: Hey guys I have the plaques for AOY and the championship
ready to go. Total cost is at $370. Can I get an approval.
[11/2/21, 11:29:54 AM] Jonathon Carter: Get em!
[11/2/21, 11:30:13 AM] Jonathon Carter: Wouldn’t be a bad idea to do a belt for aoy this year too…
[11/2/21, 11:31:04 AM] Sean Rastanis: Hahahahahah

[11/2/21, 11:31:14 AM] Sean Rastanis: I don’t think so
[11/2/21, 11:31:25 AM] Jonathon Carter: We have the cash lol
[11/2/21, 11:32:11 AM] Sean Rastanis: I dunno. Tyler keeps issuing refunds
[11/2/21, 11:54:30 AM] Tyler Caldwell: Only person that keeps buying stuff is you!! Lol
[11/2/21, 12:08:04 PM] Ian Gileski: Yea to the plaques
[11/2/21, 12:33:14 PM] Tommy Eubanks: Yes to plaques
[11/2/21, 12:35:42 PM] Josh Thompson: Yea on plaques
[11/2/21, 4:29:55 PM] Ben Day: Yes
[11/2/21, 11:30:41 PM] Michael Ethridge : Yes
[11/3/21, 3:46:45 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Did we confirm that we raised enough money in entry fees over
the first 4 tournaments to afford to pay out 5 places instead of 3? I thought we paid out 5 last year
because we had extra money.
[11/3/21, 3:47:33 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Also do we have AOY prizes for 2nd-5th?
[11/3/21, 3:52:30 PM] Sean Rastanis: Yes I did
[11/3/21, 3:52:33 PM] Sean Rastanis: And no we don’t
[11/3/21, 4:12:25 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I have one Dakota lithium battery and charger that could be used
for something
[11/3/21, 4:13:57 PM] Sean Rastanis: Ok
[11/3/21, 4:14:09 PM] Sean Rastanis: That would be a good second place prize
[11/3/21, 4:14:19 PM] Sean Rastanis: Maybe we just pay out too 3
[11/3/21, 4:14:22 PM] Sean Rastanis: Top 3
[11/3/21, 4:16:02 PM] Tyler Caldwell: It’s only $125 value
[11/3/21, 4:16:49 PM] Sean Rastanis: Or third place prize
[11/3/21, 4:17:18 PM] Sean Rastanis: Honestly we used to only pay out first place. We only started
paying out top 5 if we had a sponsor. Which we don’t
[11/3/21, 4:25:39 PM] Sean Rastanis: We had 319 anglers register for the first four tournaments. That’s
$3,190. We have 48 say they are fishing the championship. That’s $2,400. So a total of $5,590
[11/3/21, 4:26:09 PM] Sean Rastanis: 1st place is $2,000; 2nd place is $1,500 and 3rd place is $1,000
[11/3/21, 4:27:37 PM] Sean Rastanis: That leaves $1,090 for 4th and 5th. Also gives us a bunch of wiggle
room in the event not everyone signs up for the championship

[11/3/21, 4:29:10 PM] Jonathon Carter: I don’t remember the aoy prizes being that big in the past, can
we just provide some gift cards to make due and then rework sponsors this year to get more swag?
[11/3/21, 4:29:31 PM] Sean Rastanis: One year pack and paddle loaded us up
[11/3/21, 4:43:07 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Yeah one year second place was a $500 Simms shopping spree.
[11/3/21, 4:48:29 PM] Jonathon Carter: I don’t know if I like the last second sponsorship request and if
that would even met us something. What if we did the battery for third and just bought like 200 in
cabelas gift cards for second and call it a day
[11/3/21, 4:49:53 PM] Jonathon Carter: We will have to get this stuff setup in advance for next year to
layout the payouts
[11/3/21, 5:02:53 PM] Sean Rastanis: I’m good with that
[11/3/21, 5:40:55 PM] Tyler Caldwell: https://bayoucoast.com/angler-of-the-year/
[11/3/21, 5:41:00 PM] Tyler Caldwell: 5 places it is
[11/3/21, 5:41:09 PM] Tyler Caldwell: That’s been on the website all year
[11/3/21, 5:41:54 PM] Jonathon Carter: Good find Tyler
[11/3/21, 5:42:00 PM] Sean Rastanis: Wtf.
[11/3/21, 5:42:10 PM] Jonathon Carter: But inconvenient lol
[11/3/21, 5:42:20 PM] Jonathon Carter: We will have to figure something out
[11/3/21, 5:42:30 PM] Jonathon Carter: Sean do you have some left over coolers?
[11/3/21, 5:45:11 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Don’t blame the IT guy, blame the sponsor coordinator!
[11/3/21, 5:45:23 PM] Tyler Caldwell: GIF omitted
[11/3/21, 5:45:39 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Sorry Ben
[11/3/21, 5:46:04 PM] Ben Day:
. I could have gotten academy but no one wanted to upset bass pro
and they didn’t even show up til the last minute
[11/3/21, 5:46:14 PM] Jonathon Carter: Speaking of that I think we are going to open a spot for an it
specific guy on the board if your interested!?
[11/3/21, 5:46:16 PM] Tyler Caldwell: In reality...it’s supposed to be Cabela’s
[11/3/21, 5:46:31 PM] Jonathon Carter: Lol
[11/3/21, 5:46:35 PM] Sean Rastanis: I nominate Tyler Caldwell
[11/3/21, 5:46:38 PM] Jonathon Carter: On both accounts
[11/3/21, 5:46:43 PM] Sean Rastanis: Can I get a second
[11/3/21, 5:46:48 PM] Jonathon Carter: I second that motion

[11/3/21, 5:46:56 PM] Tyler Caldwell: The deal was that if we gave Kalon and terry free entry to all our
series tournaments that they would provide prizes for our series events. We held up our end of the deal
[11/3/21, 5:47:15 PM] Jonathon Carter: Tyler accepts the nomination is now back on the board!
[11/3/21, 5:47:21 PM] Sean Rastanis: Hooray
[11/3/21, 5:47:30 PM] Jonathon Carter: Welcome back buttons
[11/3/21, 5:47:30 PM] Sean Rastanis: And everything is right with the world
[11/3/21, 5:47:32 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Y’all stay on subject here
[11/3/21, 5:47:40 PM] Jonathon Carter: Lawls
[11/3/21, 5:47:47 PM] Ben Day:
[11/3/21, 5:48:20 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Cabela’s bailed us out at FNt I bit though so I won’t hold it over
them
[11/3/21, 6:30:34 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Also reminder we have collected some money in a fundraiser for
Nikki that we never advertised and never did the raffle drawing on and still have the money.
[11/3/21, 6:30:47 PM] Tyler Caldwell: If I recall it’s a little over $100
[11/3/21, 6:34:01 PM] Jonathon Carter: Was that the kayak mat raffle?
[11/3/21, 6:36:45 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Yep.
[11/3/21, 6:37:18 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Also we haven’t done the charity nomination and vote for FNT. I
might have said I was gonna do that and didn’t do it. I don’t remember
[11/3/21, 6:42:24 PM] Jonathon Carter: I don’t recall but yes we should take care of both of those
[11/3/21, 6:43:33 PM] Jonathon Carter: Maybe we should see if Mitch at Delta has a organization for
helping with rebuild efforts we could nominate
[11/3/21, 6:43:51 PM] Jonathon Carter: Is that kayak mat through Brock!
[11/3/21, 6:43:53 PM] Jonathon Carter: ?
[11/3/21, 6:48:07 PM] Ben Day: Love this idea
[11/3/21, 7:03:47 PM] Sean Rastanis: Yes I agree. Donate to something in plaquemines parish
[11/3/21, 7:16:30 PM] Tyler Caldwell: The Backpacker, we need to see if they still want to do it and
probably apologize for neglecting it. And maybe run it for another couple weeks and try to get more
than $100
[11/3/21, 7:17:44 PM] Ben Day: Could we let it run to mc and announce the winner there
[11/9/21, 5:53:32 PM] Sean Rastanis: Well guys. I’m gonna miss y’all. This was by far the most pleasant
officer group I’ve ever been a part of. Thank you

[11/9/21, 5:54:20 PM] Ben Day: Sean ready for everyone to come back
[11/9/21, 5:56:04 PM] Jonathon Carter: Don’t let one bad appple ruin the bunch
[11/9/21, 5:56:13 PM] Josh Thompson: Y’all just take real good care of the baby! We are here for y’all!
[11/9/21, 5:56:56 PM] Ian Gileski: Lets just say I am cursing Tyler out under my breath...
[11/9/21, 5:57:17 PM] Jonathon Carter: It’s always Tyler’s fault
[11/9/21, 5:57:23 PM] Sean Rastanis: I know
[11/9/21, 5:57:29 PM] Sean Rastanis: Tyler screwed us all
[11/9/21, 5:57:36 PM] Ben Day: Hahahahahaha
[11/9/21, 5:57:40 PM] Josh Thompson: Ole Buttons!
[11/9/21, 5:58:00 PM] Ben Day: First pushing buttons trying to take us snapper fishing and now this
[11/9/21, 5:58:58 PM] Sean Rastanis: Ole Dan trying to sell fast passes now. If you pay $5 extra you get
to skip the line and weigh in your fish first
[11/9/21, 5:59:44 PM] Ben Day: Do we get magic bands
[11/9/21, 6:00:06 PM] Sean Rastanis: Yes but only if you buy the season pass which is also
recommending
[11/9/21, 6:00:15 PM] Sean Rastanis: Pay one price and you get to fish all seven tournaments
[11/9/21, 6:00:23 PM] Ben Day: The season pass idea sounds like it has potential
[11/9/21, 6:00:36 PM] Sean Rastanis:
[11/9/21, 6:01:37 PM] Sean Rastanis: You cut us real deep Buttons. Real deep
[11/9/21, 6:02:17 PM] Ben Day: A season pass would make the end of the year easy
[11/9/21, 6:02:26 PM] Ben Day:
[11/9/21, 6:11:20 PM] Tommy Eubanks: Glad to see this 20+ messages so quick, I had to take my phone
in last week it was so quiet !!
I thought it was broken !! Congratulations guys y’all did a great job this
year under less than perfect conditions ! It was a pleasure working with y’all ! Thanks and take care of
this club ! I am sure y’all will !!
[11/9/21, 6:35:38 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I’m the “fall guy”
[11/9/21, 6:39:58 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I heard you were retiring from kayak tournaments but don’t be a
stranger sir, always enjoy your company and thanks for all your help over the years. I’ve made lifelong
friends from this bckfc path you “founding fathers” paved 15+ years ago!
[11/9/21, 6:41:50 PM] Michael Ethridge : It's already started.....
[11/9/21, 6:42:46 PM] Michael Ethridge : Got off work today to like 100 messages

[11/9/21, 6:43:10 PM] Ben Day: Hahahaha
[11/9/21, 6:43:12 PM] Ian Gileski: In the same boat, Michael....
[11/9/21, 6:44:00 PM] Tommy Eubanks: Thanks Tyler, I plan on still coming to PP and FNT !! Can’t miss
the party !!
[11/9/21, 6:44:28 PM] Sean Rastanis: I was trying to crab and stop Dan from opening BCKFC, the bar
room edition.
[11/9/21, 6:44:41 PM] Sean Rastanis: How did I get to be the rational officer
[11/9/21, 6:45:44 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I heard through the grapevine the new officers were doing free
beer next year so you’ll wanna be there Mr Tommy!
[11/9/21, 6:46:25 PM] Sean Rastanis: Yes. Minors included. According to Dan we have no liability based
on his quick internet research
[11/9/21, 6:46:28 PM] Michael Ethridge : Not sure but we gonna have to get a side chat going where we
actually list what's going on on the chat
[11/9/21, 6:46:42 PM] Ben Day:
[11/9/21, 6:47:14 PM] Michael Ethridge : Weigh ins at breweries.....
[11/9/21, 6:48:00 PM] Josh Thompson: I thought the weigh ins were at Ricks?
[11/9/21, 6:48:07 PM] Sean Rastanis: Yes. I didn’t even get into that one today
[11/9/21, 6:49:10 PM] Ben Day: I need a beer
[11/9/21, 6:51:15 PM] Michael Ethridge : Just gonna rent a couple girls from there
[11/9/21, 6:52:09 PM] Ben Day: It’s only a 45 min drive from hopedale marina to the brewery for the
weigh in
[11/9/21, 6:52:48 PM] Michael Ethridge : Perfect location for st bernard..........
[11/9/21, 6:53:20 PM] Sean Rastanis: I got fussed at for trying to have a weigh in at hooters
[11/9/21, 6:53:34 PM] Sean Rastanis: A brewery and I’ll be lunches
[11/9/21, 6:53:44 PM] Sean Rastanis: Lynched
[11/9/21, 6:53:58 PM] Ben Day: Those days are gone, I heard the new President is all about the hooters
[11/9/21, 6:54:13 PM] Josh Thompson: Y’all could get JBE to come be the guest weigh master!
[11/9/21, 6:54:19 PM] Michael Ethridge : Yeah todd will come back just for you on that one
[11/9/21, 6:55:16 PM] Ben Day: Hooters watiresses have nothing on the back page girls from delta
[11/9/21, 6:55:29 PM] Ben Day: Lol!

[11/9/21, 6:59:07 PM] Ben Day: Maybe we should compromise no breweries but hooters lol
[11/10/21, 9:24:42 PM] Michael Ethridge : @12253627159 @14092011115
You guys suck!!!!!
[11/10/21, 9:24:51 PM] Ben Day:
[11/10/21, 9:25:36 PM] Jonathon Carter: All I can say is I tried to keep us on task and set the tone as
best I could
[11/10/21, 9:26:08 PM] Jonathon Carter: I got out of it what I wanted to, actions assigned and BCKFC
will not be buying ir providing alcohol
[11/10/21, 9:26:23 PM] Ben Day: It was awesome! I thought it was very productive good job
@12817027783
[11/10/21, 9:26:53 PM] Josh Thompson: I had a beer in y’all’s honor tonight
[11/10/21, 9:32:07 PM] Michael Ethridge : 2 and half hours. .
[11/10/21, 9:32:42 PM] Jonathon Carter: Hey I kept sense checking and everyone wanted to keep going
[11/10/21, 9:32:55 PM] Jonathon Carter: I was honestly done after a hour
[11/10/21, 9:33:04 PM] Michael Ethridge : Nah it need to happen
[11/10/21, 9:33:09 PM] Josh Thompson: GIF omitted
[11/10/21, 9:33:14 PM] Jonathon Carter: I’m keeping the agenda to one page from now on
[11/10/21, 9:33:17 PM] Jonathon Carter: Lol
[11/10/21, 9:36:05 PM] Sean Rastanis: Good job Jonathon. It was a free exchange of ideas without it
being a total blood bath. Although at one point I wondered if Dan was president
[11/10/21, 9:37:30 PM] Josh Thompson: @12817027783 , you may have to tell him to tone it down . If
you set the tone, it will slow him down a little.
[11/10/21, 9:38:02 PM] Josh Thompson: Jason and I both had multiple conversations with him last time
[11/10/21, 9:39:12 PM] Sean Rastanis: It didn’t slow him down
[11/10/21, 9:39:28 PM] Jonathon Carter: I wondered when I told him to do the treasure report if I’d ever
regain control
[11/10/21, 9:39:47 PM] Sean Rastanis: You didn’t. Maybe a little bit…
[11/10/21, 9:40:20 PM] Jonathon Carter: Is that why you just walked away for a while lol
[11/10/21, 9:40:29 PM] Josh Thompson: True!
[11/10/21, 9:40:39 PM] Sean Rastanis: Yeah. I figured I’d let him ramble on
[11/10/21, 9:40:50 PM] Sean Rastanis: Plus I was cooking gumbo

[11/10/21, 9:45:15 PM] Ben Day:
[11/10/21, 9:46:05 PM] Ben Day: I never seen anyone whip out a calculator like Dan did, a sight to
behold
[11/10/21, 9:46:37 PM] Jonathon Carter: He’s on another level for sure
[11/10/21, 9:46:56 PM] Sean Rastanis: Tyler screwed us for sure
[11/10/21, 9:47:17 PM] Jonathon Carter: Just wait till we open the it director spot
[11/10/21, 9:47:43 PM] Jonathon Carter: Good thing we didn’t have time to talk about that, I’m just
gonna slip it in
[11/10/21, 10:00:08 PM] Michael Ethridge : Well I know the direction dan wants to take the club.....
[11/10/21, 10:03:48 PM] Jonathon Carter: What’s that?
[11/10/21, 10:16:53 PM] Michael Ethridge : Like fortune 500 company lol
[11/10/21, 10:17:39 PM] Michael Ethridge : And god bless Austin I love him but at times that was painful
[11/10/21, 10:19:26 PM] Sean Rastanis: P
[11/10/21, 10:19:29 PM] Sean Rastanis: A
[11/10/21, 10:19:31 PM] Sean Rastanis: I
[11/10/21, 10:19:33 PM] Sean Rastanis: N
[11/10/21, 10:19:37 PM] Sean Rastanis: N
[11/10/21, 10:19:39 PM] Sean Rastanis: N
[11/10/21, 10:19:40 PM] Sean Rastanis: N
[11/10/21, 10:19:42 PM] Sean Rastanis: N
[11/10/21, 10:19:47 PM] Sean Rastanis: FULL
[11/10/21, 10:59:51 PM] Ben Day: We should just get austin to read the finance part
[11/10/21, 10:59:54 PM] Ben Day:
[11/11/21, 10:17:46 PM] Michael Ethridge : Anybody with small kids. Clifford was freaking terrible.
Most painful movie experience ever
[11/12/21, 7:04:22 AM] Josh Thompson:
[11/12/21, 7:09:19 AM] Tyler Caldwell: Damn that’s disappointing, I was a Clifford fan as a young’n
[11/12/21, 7:51:51 AM] Ben Day: The reviews are awful! The trailer looked like a joke
[11/12/21, 1:58:59 PM] Michael Ethridge : It was bad. Worse than sitting thru Austin at a spelling bee
bad.....

[11/12/21, 2:32:43 PM] Ben Day:
[11/15/21, 7:30:32 AM] Tyler Caldwell: image omitted
[11/15/21, 7:31:06 AM] Tyler Caldwell: We need to vote on this. Maximum of two days ($700) of video
editing. Will give us numerous promo videos similar to this that we can use for advertising
[11/15/21, 7:31:40 AM] Tyler Caldwell: https://vimeo.com/645011884
[11/15/21, 7:32:34 AM] Tyler Caldwell: The Bayou Wild TV episode won’t cost us anything since it’s for
their TV show. This is for more specific promo videos for us that we can put on the website, social
media, send to future sponsors, etc
[11/15/21, 7:37:45 AM] Sean Rastanis: I’m good with it. I want to send these videos to Steve fields with
Hobie as a pitch to host a Hobie world invite everyone year
[11/15/21, 7:43:59 AM] Ben Day: That’s awesome!!!
[11/15/21, 7:48:45 AM] Josh Thompson: Absolutely yes. We have been wanting to do this for years and
now we have the capability.
[11/15/21, 7:56:25 AM] Jonathon Carter: Yes, I think we should do some more upbeat and exciting
emails
[11/15/21, 8:03:56 AM] Tyler Caldwell: I’m a yes
[11/15/21, 8:04:38 AM] Tyler Caldwell: I have confidence with Dan’s tournament season pass and free
beer in 2022 that we will regenerate these funds with ease
[11/15/21, 8:04:44 AM] Ian Gileski: Yes....
[11/15/21, 8:08:07 AM] Ben Day:
[11/15/21, 8:11:53 AM] Tommy Eubanks: Yes
[11/15/21, 1:34:03 PM] Jonathon Carter: What do y’all think we should do with that extra marine mat
raffle?
[11/15/21, 1:38:52 PM] Ian Gileski: That is a Presidential decision...time to earn your money!
[11/15/21, 1:44:18 PM] Ben Day: What are the options? Lol
[11/15/21, 1:45:30 PM] Jonathon Carter: Shouldn’t be hard to earn zero lol
[11/15/21, 1:46:43 PM] Jonathon Carter: I’m open to ideas, I don’t think we settled on anything from
what I remember
[11/15/21, 4:03:00 PM] Tyler Caldwell: IMO reach out to backpacker and apologize that we dropped the
ball and see what they wanna do with it. We have collected money for it already but not much since we
dropped the ball on advertising it well
[11/15/21, 5:30:55 PM] Sean Rastanis: Did we decide what we are doing about prizes for angler of the
year? We need to get those picked up before Thursday

[11/15/21, 5:31:07 PM] Sean Rastanis: I think we agreed on some gift cards at Cabelas?
[11/15/21, 5:38:23 PM] Tyler Caldwell: image omitted
[11/15/21, 6:01:33 PM] Jonathon Carter: Yeah I thought it was cash for first, battery plus 50 to cabelas
for second, 150 cabelas for third, 100 cabelas fourth, and 50 cabelas 5th
[11/15/21, 6:51:19 PM] Sean Rastanis: Just spoke with Terry. I think we go ahead and pay his entry as
that was our agreement. It’ll help when we go talk to Cabelas in December
[11/15/21, 6:52:25 PM] Jonathon Carter: Yeah we are going to need cabelas
[11/15/21, 6:54:44 PM] Ben Day: This sounds like the best idea
[11/15/21, 6:57:27 PM] Jonathon Carter: How much money did we end up getting for it it? Maybe we
can just refund people
[11/15/21, 6:59:18 PM] Ben Day: I don’t even think it was enough to cover the price of the marine Mat
so many that’s the easiest option
[11/15/21, 7:19:34 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I still vote to let backpacker be the one to make that decision
since it was their idea to do the raffle
[11/15/21, 7:20:18 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Yeah sorry I was not trying to say that we shouldn’t. I was only
sharing because terry said to contact them and tell them to honor it lol
[11/15/21, 9:00:12 PM] Josh Thompson: Yeah let’s give the backpacker the option. I feel it was bad
timing and we didn’t push it hard enough. But there was so much going on at the time too.
[11/16/21, 6:51:48 AM] Tyler Caldwell: We have permission to post that first promo video now, any
ideas or anything special y’all want to use it for?
[11/16/21, 6:53:53 AM] Ben Day: We need to have an off the water before the championship
@15042011200
[11/16/21, 6:55:50 AM] Tyler Caldwell: I think I’ll probably put it on the club website too once we
release. Maybe on the main page or under the Join BCKFC page
[11/16/21, 7:00:37 AM] Ben Day: Great idea
[11/16/21, 7:12:40 AM] Jonathon Carter: We will bring it up with them whenever we talk with them
[11/16/21, 7:13:24 AM] Jonathon Carter: I like this, not sure the best way to roll it out though. I’ll defer
that to Sean
[11/16/21, 4:05:10 PM] Jonathon Carter: Are we bringing any trailers or signage to the championship?
[11/16/21, 4:30:24 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Pack & paddle banner, native banner, tent, weigh/measure
equipment at a minimum I think
[11/16/21, 4:41:24 PM] Jonathon Carter: I’m assuming that signage is in one of the trailers?
[11/16/21, 4:41:55 PM] Josh Thompson: Should all be in the prize trailer

[11/16/21, 4:42:07 PM] Jonathon Carter: The reason I ask is I’m talking with Austin in a little to setup for
tournament
[11/16/21, 4:42:37 PM] Tyler Caldwell: We don’t get to give native or pack & paddle much love so we
should try to get those banners in as many photos as possible
[11/16/21, 4:42:38 PM] Jonathon Carter: I haven’t messed with the trailers before but should be able to
get that stuff so we can have it all setup before hand
[11/16/21, 4:42:57 PM] Jonathon Carter: Yeah your right there for sure
[11/16/21, 4:43:23 PM] Josh Thompson: Yeah, Austin and Ian are right there and can get what is
needed.
[11/16/21, 4:43:36 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Need to get someone who is experienced with running a weigh
in probably involved with grabbing that stuff or making sure it’s all in the trailer. Would hate for Austin
to not grab something important
[11/16/21, 4:44:00 PM] Jonathon Carter: Wind is going to be bad Friday but I’ll talk to Austin and we will
get it setup before the weigh in
[11/16/21, 4:44:19 PM] Jonathon Carter: Sean has the scale
[11/16/21, 4:44:41 PM] Jonathon Carter: We just need the banners, a tent, and a table to setup on
[11/16/21, 4:44:53 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Measuring board and pre-measure board, balance beam, table
[11/16/21, 4:45:11 PM] Jonathon Carter: Good call
[11/16/21, 4:45:14 PM] Tyler Caldwell: We still need to invest in a better balance beam thats capable of
holding reds
[11/16/21, 4:45:24 PM] Tyler Caldwell: We talked about it at one time
[11/16/21, 4:45:31 PM] Jonathon Carter: The one we have sucks
[11/16/21, 4:45:42 PM] Jonathon Carter: We need at least one good one
[11/16/21, 4:45:46 PM] Jonathon Carter: We will get it
[11/16/21, 4:45:55 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I bet Wendell could build one
[11/16/21, 4:45:58 PM] Tyler Caldwell: If we pay him
[11/16/21, 4:46:07 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Unless there is something readily available to buy that’s beefier
[11/16/21, 4:46:15 PM] Jonathon Carter: We can probably get one from cabelas?
[11/16/21, 4:46:25 PM] Jonathon Carter: Or maybe check it when we order more boards
[11/16/21, 4:46:40 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Somebody ordered a check it stik today by the way
[11/16/21, 4:47:51 PM] Jonathon Carter: Yeah we running thin
[11/16/21, 4:49:47 PM] Jonathon Carter: Did you give Dan access to back of house BCKFC?

[11/16/21, 4:50:00 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Not yet
[11/16/21, 4:51:55 PM] Jonathon Carter: I think we actually have two boards outstanding
[11/16/21, 4:54:10 PM] Jonathon Carter: John castelluccio is in Metairie, but idk where Curtis Bogan is
[11/16/21, 4:54:18 PM] Jonathon Carter: I only have one board left
[11/16/21, 5:03:44 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I don’t have any, all mine ended up in the trailer at FNT or
handed out to people who ordered
[11/16/21, 5:04:11 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I probably should mark them as sold out on the website til we do
an inventory
[11/16/21, 5:05:19 PM] Michael Ethridge : A couple are still in the trailer. Tomorrow I'm gonna try to
get in touch with someone to order more
[11/16/21, 5:16:11 PM] Sean Rastanis: I’ve got the scales and measuring boards and fish balancer
[11/16/21, 5:18:43 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I think I was supposed to do that. And I did send an email. And
they never responded. And I never followed up. Sorry!
[11/16/21, 5:22:23 PM] Jonathon Carter: It’s now Michaels action lol
[11/16/21, 5:23:53 PM] Jonathon Carter: Either way we need to get more and quick
[11/17/21, 11:11:11 AM] Sean Rastanis: Who’s getting the gift cards from Cabelas for AOY?
[11/17/21, 11:12:32 AM] Jonathon Carter: Do you have the contact for cabelas to get the discount?
[11/17/21, 11:12:50 AM] Jonathon Carter: I can swing by there on my way home today or tomorrow to
get them
[11/17/21, 11:14:12 AM] Jonathon Carter: It would be 350 before the discount
[11/17/21, 11:18:23 AM] Sean Rastanis: Not sure we get a discount on this
[11/17/21, 11:18:31 AM] Sean Rastanis: It’s not an everyday thing
[11/17/21, 11:22:11 AM] Jonathon Carter: Gotcha, so that was just a special one off last time?
[11/17/21, 11:22:19 AM] Sean Rastanis: Yes
[11/17/21, 11:22:43 AM] Jonathon Carter: I’ll just buy 350 in 50 dollar cards and get reimbursed by Tyler
if everyone is ok with that?
[11/17/21, 11:24:22 AM] Sean Rastanis: I’m good
[11/17/21, 11:30:58 AM] Josh Thompson: Sounds good to me
[11/17/21, 11:32:32 AM] Tyler Caldwell: Yes
[11/17/21, 11:42:00 AM] Ben Day: Yes
[11/17/21, 11:51:22 AM] Jonathon Carter: Thanks y’all I’ll get it done

[11/17/21, 7:20:57 PM] Jonathon Carter: Got the cards
[11/17/21, 7:26:12 PM] Sean Rastanis: Thanks Jc
[11/17/21, 7:43:36 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Thanks Jon!
[11/23/21, 1:50:30 PM] Tyler Caldwell: The championship/AOY series cost the club $3,000 this year, just
an FYI
[11/23/21, 1:50:53 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I think that’s too much, but I’m also not on the board next year
[11/23/21, 1:54:42 PM] Josh Thompson: What’s the +/-$ for the year?
[11/23/21, 1:55:21 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Think of it like this
[11/23/21, 1:55:43 PM] Tyler Caldwell: That’s $3,000 of people’s membership dues going to an event
that they might not even be getting the benefit of
[11/23/21, 1:56:00 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Whether we were +$15,000 for the year or not lol
[11/23/21, 1:57:04 PM] Josh Thompson: No, I agree with you.
[11/23/21, 1:57:37 PM] Josh Thompson: Are you saying we added $15,000?
[11/23/21, 1:58:19 PM] Tommy Eubanks: Seems like a lot of $$$ for only a few members
[11/23/21, 1:59:05 PM] Sean Rastanis: Wait let’s break it down
[11/23/21, 1:59:19 PM] Sean Rastanis: What did the championship cost the club?
[11/23/21, 2:00:01 PM] Ben Day: What would offset that, could we just charge a little more per
championship tournament?
[11/23/21, 2:00:08 PM] Tommy Eubanks: Ok I see it’s 2 events
[11/23/21, 2:00:25 PM] Sean Rastanis: The payout from the Championship is 100% funded by entry fees
[11/23/21, 2:00:38 PM] Sean Rastanis: The club provides trophies, t shirts and food
[11/23/21, 2:00:57 PM] Tyler Caldwell: No that was hypothetical
[11/23/21, 2:01:07 PM] Sean Rastanis: AOY on the other hand was funded 100% by member fees
[11/23/21, 2:01:15 PM] Tyler Caldwell: $3000 loss
[11/23/21, 2:03:16 PM] Tyler Caldwell: $633 for shirts
$430 for trophies
$340 for food
$1,350 for AOY prizes
$125 in PayPal fees at championship that I have a feeling may not have gotten subtracted from payouts

[11/23/21, 2:04:18 PM] Sean Rastanis: You can get rid of the shirts and AOY and that’s $2,000 right
there.
[11/23/21, 2:04:39 PM] Tyler Caldwell: My opinion is:

-Cut the shirts, not necessary
-Food at the weigh in only and not multiple occasions
-Sponsors to cover AOY prizes
[11/23/21, 2:04:39 PM] Sean Rastanis: But when We got rid of AOY the first year of the championship
there was a lot of blow back
[11/23/21, 2:04:57 PM] Tyler Caldwell: there’s no reason we can’t get $1,500 of sponsors shit to cover
that
[11/23/21, 2:05:16 PM] Sean Rastanis: Tyler did we come out in the positive or negative for the year
[11/23/21, 2:06:30 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Give me about 30 min and I’ll send some info on that
[11/23/21, 2:07:02 PM] Sean Rastanis: One thing we have to remember is that members pay dues to
fish the AOY and championship series.
[11/23/21, 2:07:21 PM] Sean Rastanis: We brought in new members just to fish these two series
[11/23/21, 2:09:04 PM] Josh Thompson: Yeah, we need some sponsors to cover the prizes.
[11/23/21, 2:09:19 PM] Sean Rastanis: That would be very helpful
[11/23/21, 2:10:38 PM] Ben Day: The shirts are awesome, once we zero in on a set company. You think
we could get a good deal on championship shirts if we are doing fall n tide & paddlepalooza with that
said company too
[11/23/21, 3:03:59 PM] Tyler Caldwell: We are in the red -$2,586.87 for the year so far
[11/23/21, 3:04:58 PM] Tyler Caldwell: We had $2000 and $1362 in charity donations we paid this year
because they went unpaid for precious years tournaments
[11/23/21, 3:08:00 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Once we pay FNT 2021 charity, we will be -$3,374.87
[11/23/21, 3:09:54 PM] Tyler Caldwell: It’s a little skewed because this is 2021 only. We had Minimalist
registrations in 2020 that don’t show up. However all the 2020 MC payouts do show up. Once people
start registering for Minimalist 2022 it will balance out some.
[11/23/21, 3:10:08 PM] Tyler Caldwell: 2021 payouts*
[11/23/21, 3:10:38 PM] Sean Rastanis: Also we took a loss on fall and tide which is what we expected
not to mention we had to come out of pocket for most of the raffle prizes

[11/23/21, 3:12:50 PM] Tyler Caldwell: We technically made $58 on fall n tide. I decided to only include
Full Frame media cost for the FNT promo video itself. All the other filming and editing expenses really
should be a general marketing expense
[11/23/21, 3:12:59 PM] Tyler Caldwell: But yes our lack of sponsors this year cost us a fortune
[11/23/21, 3:13:40 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Atleast $2,500 probably due to buying stuff we usually have
sponsored between FNT and AOY
[11/23/21, 3:36:15 PM] Tommy Eubanks:
[11/28/21, 3:28:24 PM] Jonathon Carter: Hey y’all has anyone given a check it stick to John Tedder or
John Castelluccio? They ordered board on November 18, and 13 respectively.
[11/28/21, 3:28:43 PM] Jonathon Carter: Also, do y’all know how many many boards you have in hand?
[11/28/21, 3:34:09 PM] Ben Day: I sold a few, only have 1 left
[11/28/21, 3:44:50 PM] Tyler Caldwell: I have 0 in hand and I haven’t given to either of those 2
[11/28/21, 3:45:00 PM] Tyler Caldwell: There may be a couple in club trailer
[11/28/21, 4:01:54 PM] Jonathon Carter: Did they message or have you reached out to them yet?
[11/28/21, 4:08:37 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Neither
[11/28/21, 4:10:46 PM] Jonathon Carter: Ok I’ll reach out to them, are y’all ok if we set the stock level to
zero until we can confirm if any boards are in the trailer? We are trying to order more also
[11/28/21, 4:22:47 PM] Ben Day: Austin was in the trailer recently i bet he knows how many
[11/28/21, 4:24:26 PM] Jonathon Carter: Ok he just said maybe one or two
[11/28/21, 4:24:53 PM] Jonathon Carter: I’m gonna set the inventory to zero until we can get more and
we will keep whatever we have on hand for emergency’s
[11/28/21, 4:25:25 PM] Ben Day: Yea I put the one I have in my camper for now so I know exactly where
it is
[11/28/21, 4:30:44 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Sounds good, I’m impressed with your IT skills
[11/28/21, 4:42:43 PM] Jonathon Carter: I haven’t done it yet lol
[11/28/21, 4:53:53 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Well I’m impressed with your ambition then
[11/28/21, 5:30:26 PM] Jonathon Carter: Stock is at zero and reached out to both of them, gonna be a
busy week so just trying to get a head of things
[11/28/21, 5:32:13 PM] Tyler Caldwell: Thanks JC
[11/30/21, 7:43:21 AM] Jonathon Carter: Hey guys Michael got me the contact for the check it sticks, I’m
going to order 40 of them most likely unless y’all think different?

[11/30/21, 7:58:47 AM] Tyler Caldwell: I’ll hold off from voting unless necessary since I’m out next year.
If we are doing less CPR next year then we should prob expect board sales to slow down from what we
sold this year
[11/30/21, 8:01:11 AM] Jonathon Carter: We will probably do the same amount as last year

